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My hope and prayer are that this letter finds you filled with the knowledge of His will and
walking by faith and not by sight. In the previous months, I have written to you concerning the
necessity of having our life foundation in Christ built correctly. I emphasized in those letters the
necessity of living with an understanding that God is our source and the one who empowers us to
love Him with all our heart. It's from receiving God's love on a daily basis that we can be
empowered to love Him in the manner He intended. What the Holy Spirit is doing in the earth is
unprecedented and having our foundation built correctly is essential if we are to live out His
eternal purposes for our lives.
In future months, I hope to continue to explore necessary aspects of our spiritual foundation.
However, this month as I leaned into God's heart of what to share with you, I believe He gave me
a specific prophetic word to share with you:
"A crucial window is opening for My people in the coming season. It is a window that is opening
for My people if they will position themselves correctly. They will receive wisdom as never
before, understanding as never before, and the manifestation of promises given long ago. This is
a season for receiving understanding to bring the manifestation of promises given long ago. It is
a Joshua Chapter One season for many. I have released promises to My people and have given
corresponding faith and grace to receive these promises, and it is now critical for My children to
seek Me with all their heart soul and mind to hear wisdom, revelation and understanding as it
relates to these promises. Do not grow weary in well doing, do not grow faint, and do not give
up. Seek Me and the words will come that will give you understanding on how to position
yourself. Understand and know that this is a season of unprecedented birthing and advancement
in the Kingdom of God. This is a season of the manifestation of promises and desires fulfilled.
This is a season of divine advancement, this is a season of overcoming, this is a season of great
joy and hope in the house of God."
My prayer is that this word would bring you encouragement and hope in this crucial and
wonderful season in the Body of Christ. Thank you once again for standing with this ministry as
the backbone for the assignment God has placed on my life. Please be sure to join us later this
month at Prophetic Clinic May 17 - 18 at Cornerstone Church in Raleigh, North Carolina.
Prophetess Ruth Mangiacapre will be our special guest and Rob Cole will be leading us in
worship.
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